Not limited into acoustic decorative panel
But better solution to life & working space

Oppeo Acoustics, one modern high level innovation & design enterprise, affiliated to
Oppeo Holdings Group, which started the business of cement board, magnesium
oxide board and wall cladding panel since 2002. With seeing the high demand of
acoustic environments, Oppeo entered into sound-absorbing industry in 2006 and
invested the manufacturing facility of perforated board at the same time. After deep
understanding of acoustics market with several years, people ‘s demand are not
limited into acoustic property only, but for visual and aesthetic feeling, thus Oppeo
open new plant with polyester fiber acoustic material in 2013.
Not like traditional companies, from the humble beginning, Oppeo business are not
limited in supplying, manufacturing, but more eyes on R&D, innovation and integrated
system resources solution. “Better your life” is our company philosophy. All our staffs
are young with full passion and with same sense of worth, also possessing abundant
experience with design, sales, technology craft. Our aim is to provide excellent sound
and elegant materials for life and working environment. All materials are environment
friendly which meet the demand of beauty life.
Oriented by customers’ need, Oppeo has been keeping tight pace with meet their
demands, including contactors, distributors, architecture, designer and etc. Our
products have been successfully sold into Australia, USA, Denmark, India, UK and so
on.
Our main product ranges:
 Acoustic Solid Panel
 Acoustic Screens & Partitions
 Acoustic Printed & Texture Panel
 Acoustic Absorber & Diffusor
 Perforated Acoustic Panel
 Acoustic Baffles & Clouds
 Acoustic Batt & Fabric
 Wooden Acoustic Panel & Perforated Gypsum Board
Apart from polyester products, Oppeo wooden acoustic panel, perforated gypsum
board with its original 10 years’ more production experience have been appointed as
OEM manufacturing base for domestic and international famous group, some of them
are ranked with World Fortune 500 reputation.

 ACOUSTIC SOLID PANEL

Acoustic Solid Panel, is made from 100% polyester
material with most basic shape. It is a new type of
sound absorbing material with variety of
advantages, such as sound absorption, flame
retardant, innocuous, no-irritating, no smell. It is a
new indoor decoration material which supply good
acoustic level and elegant decoration for life and
work quality.

Specs:
Standard Size: 1220x2440mm.
Custom-made optional
Thickness: 5-25mm optional
Weight: 1300-3300gsm
Color: 40 colors above optional
Pattern: Plain, Texture, Printed and etc
Fire rating: ASTM E84 A
Eco Friendly: E0
Acoustic performance: NRC 0.8 above
Package: Carton and Plastic bag

Application:
Theater, Recording Room, Opera, Conference,
Broadcast studio, KTV, Audition room, TV
station, Business office, Hotel, Villa etc

Extended Plain Series:

 MORE DESIGNS AVAILABLE

Texture Series:

Printed Series:

 ACOUSTIC BATT & FABRIC

Acoustic Batt, is also called sound absorption cotton,
made of 100% polyester material as well. It is widely
used as based layer or filler for better sound
absorption effect.
Standard Size: 1220x2440mm
Thickness: 25mm and 50mm
Weight: 2000gsm
Color: White as standard

Acoustic Fabric, is made of 100% polyester material.
It is widely used as surface covering for sound
absorption function and elegant decorative effect.
Size: 1200mmx20m, 30m, 50m (optional)
Thickness: 2mm to 5mm
Weight: 650gsm
Color: More than 20 colors optional

 ACOUSTIC SOUND ABSORBER

Acoustic sound absorber, also called soundwave
3D panel, is 100% made of polyester felt with hot
press technology to achieve different kind of shapes.
It not only takes full use of the original performances
of polyester, but also brings new style and elegant
decorative appearance. Acoustic sound absorber
can be said the most successful innovation on this
material, which has been used in many countries
with different projects, and get very good feedback.
More and more people want to use this kind of panel.

Polyester 3D panel, is light weight sound absorber,
which bring quite space and elegant environment to
life and working.
It includes 19 designs with 20 colors for choice.
Dimension:

A: 250*250*60mm
B: 500*500*60mm
C: 400*600*45mm
D: 540*900*45mm
E: 600*600*74mm

 INSTALLATION & CASES AND OTHER DETAILS

 PERFORATED ACOUSTIC PANEL

Acoustic is the main performance of polyester
fiber material, in order to better use this original
sound absorption characteristic, we develop
some kind of perforation on this panel, as a
supplement of traditional perforated materials.
It has been used in some projects in South Korea
and Germany. The attractive perforation will bring
too much eyes and seems that the potentials is
very big in near future.

It includes 6 designs with multi colors optional
Dimension: 600x1200x9mm
Design: A-F
Weight: 0.92KGS/P (6mm holes @ 30mm cc)
Package: Carton package
Loading: 5900sqm/40’HQ

 ACOUSTIC DIFFUSER

Diffuser is one kind of high end sound absorption module, which has been widely used in many areas. The
traditional materials are mostly made of wooden, which is in high cost and low fire rating. With this idea, we
develop polyester acoustic diffusor, which do not have certain shapes or structures, it will be custom-made by
customer’s request.

 ACOUSTIC SCREEN & FURNITURE

Nowadays, more and more working environment requires not only elegant decoration, but also open space with
quiet effective. Under this situation, polyester panel will be the most suitable material to meet this demand,
especially in the screen application.

 MORE SOLUTIONS & APPLICATION

Integrated Solution:

Phone Booth:

We do believe, more applications, designs and innovations will come out with mutual efforts of multi parties.
Our worldwide esteemed friends, your ideas or suggestions will be warmly welcome!!!
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